
Magnetic case, compatible with MagSafe charging for iPhone 13 Mini
SKU: TEMAGCOVIP1354T

The perfect transparent case to protect your iPhone and charge it wirelessly

COVERS YOUR IPHONE PERFECTLY, PROTECTING IT FROM BUMPS AND SCRATCHES
The case with magnetic attachment  covers your iPhone 13 Mini perfectly and protects it from bumps and scratches. It is
made from (TPU+PU) material  which is flexible,  durable and, at the same time, pleasant to the touch.

The camera hole means you can create photos and videos without any hindrance.

THE MAGNETIC ATTACHMENT IS COMPATIBLE WITH MAGSAFE CHARGING
The practical magnetic attachment, compatible with MagSafe charging,  means you can use all your accessories that are
suitable for this type of charging without removing the case. When a MagSafe* charger is positioned by the white symbol, it
will attach magnetically and charge your phone.

REINFORCED EDGES OFFER ADDITIONAL SECURITY
The side buttons on your iPhone are covered and protected perfectly thanks to the reinforced edges. 

*Magsafe charger not included

KEY FEATURES:

Magnetic attachment that allows charging with MagSafe accessories without removing the case
material: TPU+PU
reinforced edges
camera hole



Magnetic case, compatible with MagSafe charging for iPhone 13 Mini
SKU: TEMAGCOVIP1354T

Technical data
Color: transparent  
EAN: 8018417406379  
SKU: TEMAGCOVIP1354T  
Weight: 20 g  
Material: TPU + PC  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 20 mm  
Width Pack: 100 mm  
Depth Inner: 140 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 70 g  
Width Inner: 120 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 580 mm  
Height Inner: 230 mm  
Weight Inner: 475 g  
Width Master: 380 mm  
Amount Master: 72  
Height Master: 250 mm  
Weight Master: 6555 g  
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